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The central points of communication network flow has often been identified using graph theoretical
centrality measures. In real networks, the state of traffic density arises from an interplay between
the dynamics of the flow and the underlying network structure. In this work we investigate the
relationship between centrality measures and the density of traffic for some simple particle hopping
models on networks with emerging scale-free degree distributions. We also study how the speed of the
dynamics are affected by the underlying network structure. Among other conclusions, we find that,
even at low traffic densities, the dynamical measure of traffic density (the occupation ratio) has a non-
trivial dependence on the static centrality (quantified by “betweenness centrality”), which non-central
vertices getting a comparatively large portion of the traffic.
I. INTRODUCTION
Networks are the underlying structure of many nat-
ural and man-made systems. In many cases the for-
mation processes are very intricate, and the resulting
networks can only be described as having both random-
ness and structure. Furthermore, dynamical systems
can be confined to such complex networks—the flow of
data packages in the Internet being one example. The
interplay between the dynamical systems and their un-
derlying network structure is vast and intriguing area
of research. The main topic of this paper is the rela-
tion between centrality assessed from the static network
structure measured in simulations of some simple traffic
flow models. We also study how the speed of the traf-
fic flow is affected by the network structure (by tuning
model parameters).
The concept of centrality in networks can be traced
back to the 19th century (1). Following the work of
Freeman (2) many centrality measures, designed to cap-
ture different aspects of the centrality concept, has been
proposed within study of social networks. A particular
favorite in recent network literature is the betweenness
centrality (3). Roughly speaking the betweenness of a
vertex v is the number of shortest paths between all pairs
of vertices that passes v. Routing communication along
the shortest paths is of course beneficial for speed and
economy, but if there is a limit to the vertex load and net-
work traffic is heavy, congestion is a threat to central ver-
tices. In real network flow the overall efficiency can be
improved if some pairs settles with sub-optimal routes
(so called load balancing). This is obtained implicitly in
Internet routing protocols (such as the Border Gateway
Protocol (4)) by using timings from earlier routings. Still,
vertices of high betweenness can be assumed to convey
a large amount of traffic; and the more dilute the traffic
is, the better the agreement. In fact, several papers has
used betweenness as a measure for the vertex load in
dynamical communications systems (5–9). In this paper
we investigate the relationship between the between-
ness centrality and congestion in simpleparticle hopping
models for traffic flow. The underlying networks are
constructed by an extension (10) of the Baraba´si-Albert
(BA) algorithm (11). This construction enables us to
study networks of a similar skewed degree distribution
as communication networks such as the Internet (12–14),
and also to monitor the effects of clustering—the density
of triangles of the network—which is known to be high
in e.g. the large scale of the Internet (15).1
II. DEFINITIONS
A. Graph theoretical preliminaries
We model the networks as graphs G = (V,E) where V
is the set of vertices and E the set of edges (unordered
pairs of vertices). A path is a sequence of vertices, such
that there is an edge in E between all consecutive pairs
of vertices. A geodesic between u, v ∈ V is a path con-
taining fewest possible number of vertices; the number
of edges of a geodesic between u, v ∈ V is called distance
d(u, v).
B. Betweenness centrality
Asmentioned the betweenness centrality of a vertex is
a count of the number of geodesics passing that vertex.
More precisely, let v be a vertex in V, then the between-
ness centrality CB(v) is defined as
CB(v) =
∑
u∈V
∑
w∈V\{u}
σuw(v)
σuw
, (1)
where σuw is the number of geodesics (shortest paths)
between u and w, and σuw(v) is the number of geodesics
between u and w that passes v.
1 It should be noted that there are yet other structures e.g. skewed
degree-degree correlations (16; 17) that may affect the network flow.
This is an interesting question for further studies but is not addressed
in the present paper.
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FIG. 1 The construction of the clustered scale-free network in
Sec. II.C. (a) In the preferential attachment step for the newly
added vertex v (denoted as filled black circle), the white ver-
tex u is chosen with the probability proportional to its degree
(the dotted line represents the new edge). (b) In the triangle
formation step an additional edge (dotted line) is added to a
randomly selected vertex w in the neighborhood Γu of the ver-
tex u chosen in the previous preferential attachment step in
(a). The crossed out vertices are not allowed since they are not
in Γu. Without the triangle formation step (i.e. if mt = 0), the
clustered scale-free model reduces to the original BA model of
scale-free networks.
C. Networks with power-law degree distribution and
tunable clustering
To be able tomonitor the traffic density as a function of
betweenness we need networks with a broad between-
ness distribution. This can be obtained by using scale-
free networks as generated by the Baraba´si-Albert (BA)
model (11).2
Togenerate networkswith both an emerging scale-free
degree distribution and tunable clustering one can use
the following extension of the BA model (11): Starting
from m0 vertices and no vertices one grows the network
iteratively by adding one vertex v and m edges adjacent
to v at each timestep. The attachment of the ends oppo-
site to v to a vertex u of the old part of the network is
done with a probability in proportion to the degree of
that vertex, this so called preferential attachment gives
rise to multiplicative effects that induces an emergent
scale-free degree distribution (18; 19).
There are more types of structure in real world com-
munication networks such as the Internet—another ex-
ample is clustering, or high density of triangles. Let p(n)
be the number of paths of length n (a path is a n-tuple of
vertices (v1, v2, · · · , vn) such that vi and vi+1 are adjacent
for any i ∈ [1,n]), and let c(n) be the number of circuits
of length n (i.e. n-tuples such as mentioned above where
also vn is connected to v1). Then the clustering can be
quantified as
C =
c(3)
p(3)
(2)
whereC is called clustering coefficient (20). C lies strictly
2 There is no known way to sample all graphs of a given degree
distribution. The advantage with the BA model is that it is the
mostly studied and lacks structural-biases such as non-zero degree-
degree correlations.
in the interval [0, 1]; where C = 0 means that the graph
contains no triangles, and C = 1 if every path of length
three is a triangle.
The Baraba´si-Albert model is known to have van-
ishing clustering in the large N limit. To introduce
high clustering we follow Ref. (10) and do not add all
edges by preferential attachment, but with a probabil-
ity pt = mt/(m − 1) replaces a preferential attachment
step by a “triangle formation” step: If a new vertex v
has attached to a vertex u1 by preferential attachment
in the preceding step, one selects one of u1’s neighbor
uniformly at random to get another vertex u2 to attach
to. The first edge of a new vertex is, however, always
added with preferential attachment. See the illustration
in Fig. 1.
D. Particle hopping dynamics
Particle hopping is a widely used modeling technique
in vehicular flow theory3 In this approach a road is rep-
resented as a string of cells. These cells can be empty or
occupied by exactly one particle. Modeling traffic flow
by such a cellular automaton formalism4 is believed to
give minimal models for the universal behaviors of traf-
fic flow. We note that cellular automata formalism has
been used to model packet flow in the Internet (26; 27).
We aim for yet simpler models that still allow conges-
tion and propose three dynamical rules for updating
the particles, all based on the particle hopping mod-
els mentioned above—a fraction f of the vertices occu-
pied by particles, a one-particle limit to each vertex, and
the following dynamics: The N f particles are updated
sequentially—so called Little dynamics. To be able to
compare different particle densities we use the number
of updates divided with the number of particle as a time
unit, i.e. one unit of time is the average number of itera-
tions between the updates of one particle.
Each particle has a defined start and stop position, and
is thus the full situation of the particle is represented by
a triple pi(t) = (v(t), vstart, vtarget) where v is the present
position, vstart is the starting position and vtarget is the
target site. When a target site is reached, a new target site
is randomly chosen and the old target vertex becomes
the new vstart. The different dynamical updating rules
for particle moves we consider are:
Random walk (RW). In this case the particle choose an
unoccupied neighbor site uniformly at random. If
no unoccupied neighbors exists the particle rests.5
3 This approach was pioneered by D. L. Gerlough in the 1950s (21).
For reviews, see Refs. (22–25).
4 Strictly speaking one also have to require the dynamics to be up-
dated in parallel for a particle hopping model to qualify as a cellular
automaton.
5 The relation between regular random walk dynamics and the un-
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FIG. 2 Illustration of the three different update rules. In the first move the RWdynamics chooses any free vertex, the DOdynamics
moves away from the target, and WO waits one time step. In the next step both DO and WO can continue towards the target.
Detour at obstacle (DO). The particles chooses ran-
domly among the neighbors closest to the target; it
do jump even if the distance stays constant or in-
creases. This dynamics is meant to be a simple dy-
namics thatworks quite effectively both in sparsely
and densely trafficked networks. With no particles
meeting the routes are simply the geodesics. If a
traffic jam occurs the particles do their best to get
out of it; it might of course be better to wait, but
there is nowayof telling this, for a particle, without
knowing the intended routes of the other particles.
Wait at obstacle (WO). Like the DO case the particle
starts by trying to get closer to the target. If no
neighbor vertex closer to the target exists the parti-
cle rests. In this dynamics the particles necessarily
travels along geodesics. There is of course a possi-
bility that particles heading in opposite directions
ends up dead-locked. In this sense this dynamics
is unrealistic as a model for real communication
systems. On the other hand, in a dilute system
the avoidance of backing particles could, on aver-
age, speed up the dynamics. Furthermore the WO
case serves as themost extreme case of path-length
economy (and is it that sense the one closest to the
idea of betweenness centrality).
These updating rules are illustrated in Fig. 2.
For one run of the simulation we generate a networks
and a starting configuration for the set of particles. A run
has endedwhen either all particles has reached their tar-
get or all particles has remained fixed in their last update
step. Data for finding time are gathered for the particles
time to reach their initial target configurations. Data for
the other principal dynamical quantity we measure—
the occupation ratio w defined as the fraction of time
derlying network structure has been studied in Refs. (28; 29).
steps that a vertex is occupied by a particle—are gath-
ered throughout a whole run. In each run we use new
random seeds both for generating networks and the par-
ticle dynamics. All figures are averaged over 1000 runs.
III. SPEED OF THE DYNAMICS
This section gives an overview over how the speed of
the dynamics, as measured by the average finding time
t f , is affected by the network’s structure and size. Some
preliminary conclusions about the interplay between the
particle dynamics and the underlying network structure
will also be drawn.
Fig. 3(a) shows the average finding time for pairs u, v ∈
V at a distance d(u, v) = 4 as a function of particle density
f for different clustering and dynamical updating rules.
(The use of d(u, v) = 4 and one system size N = 200 will
be discussed below.) For all particle densities the WO
dynamics are fastest and is almost f -independent. This
is not the whole truth however as the WO dynamics can
end up in a dead-locked state. The ratio of runs when
this happens φ, displayed in Fig. 3(b), rapidly decreases
as f tends to unity. Evidently the WO strategy would be
useless in a real system (with the one-particle-a-vertex
restriction). The interesting information is rather that
it is most often true that a particle reaches the target if
and only if there is no dead-lock, i.e. a slowly moving
state of the WO system is very rare. In the dilute limit
( f → 0) the DO and WO finding times converge to the
distance between the start and stop vertices (remember
that theparticles not interactingwith others travels along
geodesic with these dynamics). When f = 1 all particles
are trivially immobile; hence as f → 1 the finding time
for both the RW and DO dynamics diverge (see Fig 3(a))
and the WO success ratio goes to zero. RW remains
the slowest dynamics throughout the f -axis, but as f →
1 the DO and RW finding times converges. This can
be interpreted as when the particle density increases,
the particle increasingly often has to settle for a move
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FIG. 3 The traffic-density dependence of speed of the dynam-
ics: Average finding t f time for pairs at distance four as a
function of particle density for the three different types of dy-
namics, and both low (mt = 0 giving C ≈ 0.056 for the present
values of m, m0 and N) and high clustering (mt = 2.8 giving
C ≈ 0.24). (b) shows the fraction of pairs that reaches their
targets φ as a function of f in the WO dynamics. For the RW
and DO updating rules φ is strictly unity. The other model pa-
rameters areN = 200 andm = m0 = 3. Error bars are displayed
only if larger than system size.
that does not change, or increases, the distance to the
target; thus, becoming increasingly similar to the RW
strategy. In the extreme case with N − 1 particles, a
particle will move to the free vertex if it is in the free
vertex’ neighborhood, otherwise it will rest, the same as
for the RW case.
Next we investigate the finite size scaling behavior of
the system. From Fig. 4 we observe that there are no
emerging discontinuities as N → ∞. In fact, the RW
and DO curves are all scaling algebraically towards in-
finity as N grows, and similarly the success ratio in the
WO case is going to zero as a power-law (see Fig. 5).
From a statistical mechanics point of view, i.e. taking
N → ∞, this means that the systems we consider always
are in a congested state and does not undergo any phase
transitions for the f range in question6. Since our main
topic is the relation between flow density and between-
ness centrality infinite life-like communicationnetworks
out of the trivial free-flow state this is good news—we
can draw qualitatively correct conclusions from moder-
ate system sizes, which justifies the conclusions to come
(and above). That a network such as the Internet expe-
riences spatially and temporally limited congestion is a
well known phenomena (30–32).
We briefly mention the finding time as a function of
distance (displayed in Fig. 6). These curves are bounded
from below by the target distance. In the low density
limit, the DO and WO dynamics lies expectedly very
close to this free-flowbound. Even if all curves lies above
the t = d limit, the curves seems to bend down slightly
for increasing d. This is presumably due to when a pair
is separated by a distance close to the diameter (maxi-
mum pair distance) the shortest paths passes relatively
many non-central vertices7, which are less often occu-
pied, and hence gives a (quite counter-intuitive) bias
towards short finding times for large separations. We
hope future studies will sort out the mechanism in de-
tail. The lack of emerging singularities in Fig. 6 justifies
the conclusions drawn from Fig. 3.
Finallywe turn to the effect of high clustering. For both
theRWandDOdynamics thefinding time increaseswith
clustering for the whole range of particle densities (see
Figs. 3 and 6). This slowing of the dynamics induced by
clustering can be explained from the wider betweenness
distribution as found in Ref. (34). If the occupation ratio
is an increasing function of betweenness (which is, as
we will see in the next section, indeed the case), then the
traffic will easily be congested at the vertices of highest
betweenness (of which there are more in the clustered
networks) and thus the overall dynamics will be slower.
IV. RELATION BETWEEN CONGESTION AND
BETWEENNESS CENTRALITY
In this section we turn to the relationship between a
vertex’ average occupation ratio and betweenness cen-
trality. The results are strengthened by finite size scal-
ing and the correlation coefficient between w(v) and the
maximal w in the neighborhood of v.
Fig. 7 shows the occupation ratio as a function of be-
tweenness centrality for the three different dynamics in
high and low particle densities, and high and low clus-
tering. In the f → 0 limit the particles travels along
geodesics in the DO and WO dynamics. In this case,
assuming no collisions, w is proportional to f CB. But
6 If f = 0, the system is not in a congested state. The phase transition
takes place for f = 0 or f very close to 0.
7 Since the most central vertices acts as hubs that gives the graph its
small-world characteristics (i.e. a slower than polynomial increase
of the average geodesic length) (33).
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FIG. 4 Finding time of vertex-pairs at distance four for different system sizes. The system parameters aremt = 0,m = m0 = 3. The
lack of emerging singularities for 0.1 ≤ f ≤ 0.9 implies that qualitative conclusions from moderate system sizes will hold (in this
region of f ) for arbitrary finite system sizes.
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FIG. 5 Finite size scaling of the WO dynamic’s finding proba-
bility φ. (a) shows φ as a function of f while (b) displays φ as a
function of system size. The lines are curve-fits to a power-law
form. The symbols in (a) are the same as in Fig. 4. Just as the
RW and DO dynamics finding times goes to infinity (as seen
in Fig. 4), φ goes to zero, which shows that all three dynamics
are (from a statistical mechanics point of view) in a congested
state.
already at f = 0.1 (see Fig. 7(a) and (b)) w’s linear CB-
dependence is broken and the w(CB) curve turns convex
(∂2w/∂C2B < 0). This is a clear sign of traffic-jams at the
network’s more highly connected vertices. For small CB
the occupation ratio reaches a plateau, as mostly easily
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FIG. 6 Finding time as a function of geodesic distance to the
target. (a) shows the situation for low particle density f = 0.1.
(b) shows the corresponding situation for high particle density
f = 0.9. Symbols are the same as in Fig. 3.
seen for high particle densities (as in Figs. 7(c) and (d)).
This can be explained as a direct result of the zero degree-
degree correlations in BA model network (16): Assum-
ing that traffic-jams preferably are centered around ver-
tices of high degree (that most likely have high between-
ness (34)), neighbors of high-degree vertices will also
have a high occupation number; but since the degrees
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FIG. 7 Occupation time as a function of betweenness. (a) and (b) shows the three dynamics at the low particle density f = 0.1; (c)
and (d) shows the corresponding situation for a high particle density f = 0.9. (a) and (c) shows networks of low clustering mt = 0
(giving C ≈ 0.056) while (b) and (d) have high clustering mt = 2.8 (giving C ≈ 0.24). The other model parameters are N = 200 and
m = m0 = 3. Symbols are the same as in Fig. 3.
of neighboring vertices are uncorrelated this will give a
constant contribution to the w(CB)-curves (CB is almost
proportional to degree for the model networks in ques-
tion (34)). This effect is hard to anticipate from pure
graph theoretical considerations. Considering that only
a minor fraction of the vertices belongs to the high CB-
tail (with a higher w) the betweenness distribution does
not give the complete picture, even for a low particle
density. The small qualitative difference between low
(Fig. 7 (a) and (c)) and high (Fig. 7 (b) and (d)) clus-
tering is that vertices with high CB have larger w values.
Thus, clustering does not only givemore vertices of high
betweenness, points with high betweenness have larger
occupation ratios.
Another immediate observation is that, for small f ,
the fastest dynamics (DO and WO) have a higher occu-
pation ratio for themost central vertices compared to the
slowerRWupdating strategy. For largeparticle densities
theWOdynamics seldom terminates so DO andWO are
the only usable strategies, and these have a fairly high
occupation number for non-central vertices. The expla-
nation of this can be done by an allegory from the com-
monurban traffic experience—during the off-peak hours
the fastest routes are the shortest and goes through the
largest streets, whereas during the rush hours an expe-
rienced driver can save minutes by navigating through
back-alleys. In the dense limit, particles (as well as cars)
are forced to make a detour around the traffic-jams.
Since the finding time behaves smoothly throughout
our parameter ranges we expect a moderate system size,
like in Fig. 7 to give a qualitatively correct behavior.
This is confirmed in Fig. 8 where w is plotted against
the normalized betweenness cB(v) = CB(v)/〈CB〉. The
curves converge pointwise and is, for the studied sizes,
almost overlapping (as expected from the small size de-
pendence seen in Fig. 3).
In a congested traffic situation one can expect that a
vertex is likely to be jammed if a neighbor is jammed.
To test this we measure the w-W correlation coefficient,
whereW is the maximum occupation ratio of w’s neigh-
bors (W(v) = maxu∈Γv w(u)):
rwW =
〈w(v)W(v)〉 − 〈w(v)〉〈W(v)〉√〈w(v)2〉 − 〈w(v)〉2√〈W(v)2〉 − 〈W(v)〉2 (3)
where the average 〈 · 〉 is over all vertices v ∈ V. rwW is
the covariance normalized to lie strictly in the interval
[−1, 1]. A positive value means that there is a positive
correlation betweenw andW; i.e. if much traffic passes v
then it is likely to have a neighbor with high occupation
ratio (and vice versa). A large positive rwW would then
support the idea that there are congestion centers in the
network; and since a large w implies a large CB (more
or less) it would support the intuitive idea that traffic
jams are centered around vertices of high betweenness.
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FIG. 8 Occupation time as a function of normalized betweenness for different N. The other model parameters are f = 0.3, mt = 0,
and m = m0 = 3. The symbols are the same as in Fig. 4. The curves overlap as N grows indicating that the qualitative picture is
the same for arbitrary large sizes.
As seen in Fig. 9, it is indeed the case that all dynamics
shows more or less positive rwW values. Fig. 9(a) shows
that rwW is fairly N-independent. Fig. 9(b) gives the
asymptotic values as N → ∞. Just as expected (from
the discussion in context of Fig. 3) RW and DO seems to
converge in the dense limit and WO ≈ DO in the sparse
limit. WO gives the lowest correlation coefficient; this
can be explained by the dead-locks appearing in this
dynamics—local dead-locked configurations (of a few
particles) can appear even at less central vertices; such a
situation appearing quite long before the whole system
is dead-locked gives a negative contribution to rwW . The
RW dynamics has a rather high value for small f which
is can be explained as follows: For a one-particle system,
the expectation value for w is higher for vertices close to
vstart; so, after an average run, the region close to vstartwill
have high values of both w and W whereas the remote
part of G has a low traffic intensity and thus low w and
W. High densities is almost a dual to low densities for
the RW updating rule—with N − 1 particles the vacancy
follows the same dynamics as a solitary particle, the
only difference is that one run lasts much longer (but
the argument for a high rwW is the same). More than one
particle weakens the discussed effect giving a concave
shape of the rwW curve.
The only parameter not discussed so far is the average
degree in the graph, as controlled bym. As the density of
edges increases the there aremore direct routes releasing
some pressure off the most connected vertices. As a re-
sult, the betweenness distribution becomesmore narrow
and effects of congestion will become smaller, but there
will presumably not occur any qualitative changes. Pre-
liminary simulation results strengthens this conjecture.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have used particle hopping models adapted from
vehicular traffic flow theory as minimal models for a
communication systems that can be congested. In these
models a number of particlesmove along the edges of the
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FIG. 9 (a) The correlation coefficient rwW as a function of system
size for f = 0.3. (b) The asymptotic value of rwW as N → ∞ as
a function of f . The other parameter values are m = m0 = 3,
andmt = 0. The symbols are the same as in Fig. 3. The positive
values shows that the probability for a vertex to be congested
increases if a vertex in its neighborhood is congested.
graphwith the restriction that notmore than one particle
at a time can occupy a vertex. Three different dynam-
ics for updating particle positions were considered: RW
(random walk), where particles move at random. DO
(detour at obstacle), where particles move to the neigh-
boring vertex closest to its target, and moves even if the
8position gets worse. WO (wait at obstacle), that works
like DO, but where particles rests if the position would
get worse. To make the investigation of the influence
of the underlying network structure on these dynami-
cal systems, we need networks with (just as many real-
world communication networks) a wide spread in the
betweenness distribution. This is obtained by using the
BA model for scale-free networks. To test the effect of
clustering we also use an extended version of the BA
model.
For completed connections (from start vertex to target
vertex) the speed of the updating rules ranks as RW <
DO < WO, for all parameter values, with RW ≈ DO for
high particle densities and DO ≈ WO for sparse traffic.
However theWO dynamics ends up in a dead-lock with
probability that increases with the particle density. High
clustering slows down the dynamics, but does not lead
to any qualitative change. The slowing down can be
explained since higher clustering stretches the tail of the
betweenness distribution (34), and high betweenness is
likely to form congestion centers that slows down the
dynamics.
Even at very low particle concentrations, the picture
from betweenness distribution changes. In particular
vertices over a wide range of small and medium be-
tweennesses all have quite constant occupation ratios.
In the context of communication systems design this
means that the capacity of a vertex in the network can-
not be estimated by its own betweenness alone—having
a neighbor prone to congestion is probably worse (give
a higher occupation ratio) than having a medium high
betweenness. This statement is explicitly illustrated by a
strong positive correlation between the occupation ratio
w of a vertex v and the maximum occupation ratioW in
w’s neighborhood.
In amoregeneral perspectivewebelieve that thiswork
illustrates one of the key-areas of future complex sys-
tems studies—the interplay between the behavior of in-
dividual entities and the structure inwhich they interact.
Even if one can imagine more sophisticated measures of
the static structure than we use in the present work8,
synergetic effects can be considerable and even counter-
intuitive (cf. Ref. (36)).
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